Hosting a Training
All4Him The Tabernacle

www.all4him.org/reu/courage
Thank you for considering hosting a Living Courage Training!
We are very excited to share this material with you and see transformation happen.
Many individuals, Staffing teams, Churches, Business, Organisation's and Educators are enjoying the
empowerment that implementing this material has given them! Read their testimonies here
www.all4him.org/reu/courage
What we provide:
• Living Courage Instructor. We will facilitate the training which takes place over one (very full) day, two
days or four sessions over four weeks (location dependent)
• We will bring all teaching and training material, some of which sometimes may need photocopying
• Online Registration for the event
What we need from you:
1. Room and Room Set up
- One of the key objectives of this training is to empower people to courage and connection. To assist us in
achieving this objective, we need a uninterrupted environment. We prefer to have chairs in a horseshoe
shape with a clear open space in front. This space reflects the values of the training.
2. Adequate people to assist trainers
- It assists us hugely if someone is allocated to us as a contact point or helper before, during and after the
training.
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3. Advertising of this training
- We recommend you choose dates for your training well in advance – at least 2 months – to allow time for
you to advertise in your region and through your networks and for people to book.
- People respond to testimony - In advertising this event, we encourage and can provide testimony of what
this training is and how it has bought transformation.
- The ability to arrange and publicise the training, collecting all fees due that are not paid through our
website, and or fundraise for it as you see fit. We need a named liaison person who we can
communicate with before, during and after the training as necessary. This person can, and
ideally should be participating on the course.
- Mark and Helen are sometimes available to speak at Churches or meetings prior to the training.
4. Data Projector
As we project slides we need to have either a projector powerful enough to be used and seen clearly in the
given environment (ie. If sun filled room then the ability to shade the area where slides are projected.) If
there is a plain white wall to project onto that’s usually fine, but if not a screen is needed.
5. You may want to organize refreshments, such as a selection of teas and coffee, and
snacks. A kitchen space suitable for making cups of tea and coffee.
6. Accommodation for the trainers; 1-3 nights depending on distance to travel, if required.
7. Email and telephone list of any participants who can not register online to be supplied to us
so confirmation of registration and training day details can be emailed to them and workbooks allocated.
Costs for Living Courage Training:
Our training fee for Churches:
Instructor and workbook is $70 per participant for a one or two day Living Courage Training, plus travel
and accommodation expenses for interstate or international. (Minimum of 10 participants needed).
Our training fee for Business:
Instructor and workbook is currently $250+GST Set up Fee, then $60 per participant per module of the
Living Courage Series, plus travel and accommodation expenses for interstate or international.
Our training fee for Para Church Ministries or Missions:
Instructor and workbook is $250, plus travel and accommodation expenses for interstate or international.
We also invite you to offer low cost or no cost places to those who cannot afford it, making it accessible to all.
We gift one free registration per training, you may also like to do likewise. Some organisers have obtained
funding for their training so some participants don’t pay anything, or pay a minimal fee for the training.
We ask people to register and pay online to ensure their place, and don’t consider a booking confirmed until
we receive this. We recommend you do the same. We have had places wasted because people booked and
didn’t turn up while others were turned down because the course was full.
Contacts:
Please send administrative queries to info@All4Him.org
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